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Abstract

A complex set of facts from the Servigliano dialect of Italian is explained in terms of four phonological processes formalized within the framework of Prosodic Phonology. Three of these processes, post-tonic vowel copying, metaphony, and pretonic vowel raising, involve vowel harmony in the clitic group domain (C), are complementary in nature in terms of their targets, and reveal a unique, interesting interplay between prosodic structure, metrical structure, and the feature hierarchy. While post-tonic vowel copying involves a total assimilation in all features to a final vowel, the remaining two harmony processes entail a partial assimilation in height to a high final or high stressed vowel, respectively. It is shown that the use of [+high] as the assimilatory feature in metaphony is problematic, since, in conjunction with binary values of the features [low] and [ATR], it fails to straightforwardly capture the scalar nature of this raising process. This inadequacy is due to the use of more than one feature to define the single parameter of vowel height. An alternative model proposed by Clements (1989, 1991a,b) represents this parameter in terms of occurrences of a single feature [open] hierarchically organized into tiers dominated by an aperture node. It is shown that the use of occurrences of [open] to define vowel height makes it possible to directly generate metaphonic raising in Servigliano as a scalar, assimilatory phenomenon rather than as a coincidental result.
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Introduction

In the Servigliano dialect of Italian, spoken in the extreme south of the Marches, there are three processes of vowel harmony, two of which can be in a feeding relationship. These processes can be described as follows: 1) nonfinal post-tonic vowels completely assimilate to a final vowel, as do pretonic, proclitic vowels to the final vowel in a proclitic sequence; 2) a high final vowel triggers the raising of a tonic mid vowel; and 3) a high tonic vowel triggers the raising of pretonic mid vowels in the word. The data used to illustrate these processes come from Camilli (1929). One of the main goals of the present study is to elucidate these three harmonization processes and the interaction among them in the Servigliano dialect. The second main goal is to show that Clement’s (1989, 1991a, b) aperture node analysis of vowel height is best able to capture the degree raising phenomena (processes 2 and 3 above) displayed in the dialect.

Regarding this first goal, it will be shown that all three harmonization processes apply in the domain of the clitic group (C), one of the phonological constituents for rule application in the prosodic hierarchy (Hayes 1989; Nespor and Vogel 1986). The first process, which will be referred to as vowel copying, produces sequences of a single vowel quality as shown in (1).

(1) Vowel copying [... V V V ... V V V]_C

The second process will be termed *metaphony* in keeping with the Romanist tradition. Its application is illustrated in (2).

(2) Metaphony [... V (V) (V) V]_C

Pretonic vowel raising will be the name given to Servigliano’s third harmonization process, which applies roughly as shown in (3), where _l_W refers to a strong or nonclitic element in C (Nespor and Vogel 1986).

(3) Pretonic vowel raising [... V V V V]_W [...]_C

An additional phonological process that occurs in Servigliano is *atomic vowel reduction*. This process will be treated in Section 1 of the present study since it determines the inventory of vowels made available to vowel copying and pretonic vowel raising. In Sections 2 through 4, data illustrating vowel copying, metaphony, and pretonic vowel raising, respectively, will be presented and analyzed. Section 5 includes a summary of findings thus far, focusing particularly on the interaction among the three vowel harmony processes.

In the rule formulations given to account for the phonological processes in Sections 1–5, a set of features using binary values of [high], [low], and [ATR] to define vowel height will be used. It will be shown, however, that this system of specification is not able to capture the process of metaphony in a straightforward manner. Therefore, Section 6 will examine an alternative model for the representation of vowel height in terms of its ability to reflect the nature of this process. This alternative model is Clements’ (1989, 1991a, b) hierarchical model of vowel height. It will be shown that this model is superior to the other in that it facilitates a direct, elegant account of the phonological processes treated in this paper, especially the scalar nature of metaphony. Concluding remarks are given in Section 7.

1. Servigliano atomic vowel reduction

The Servigliano dialect of Italian has an underlying system of seven vowels, all of which surface in tonic position: /i, e, a, o, u/. In atomic position, the opposition between the vowels of the two mid pairs, /e, o/ and /e, o/, is neutralized, resulting in a reduced system of five vowels: [i, e, a, o, u]. Alternations illustrating vowel reduction in Servigliano are provided in (4):
(4) a. /el/ reduced to [e]
    sténne  ‘he spreads’  sternéte  ‘you (PL) spread’
    vénego  ‘I come’  venéte  ‘you (PL) come’
    lletto  ‘I call’  llettá  ‘to call’
    spóllo  ‘I skin’  spóllda  ‘to skin’

b. /el/ reduced to [o]
    dómno  ‘I sleep’  dorméte  ‘you (PL) sleep’
    móró  ‘I die’  moréte  ‘you (PL) die’
    dólle  ‘to hurt’  dolésse  ‘it hurt’ (PAST SUBJ)

    skórdo  ‘I listen’  skordá  ‘to listen’

In the formal analysis of these and subsequent facts, I will assume that the feature specifications presented in Calabrese (1985, 1991) for the northern Salentino dialect of Italian likewise apply in Servigliano, as both dialects inherited the same seven vowel system from Proto-Romance. The fully specified system is provided in (5) below.

(5)    i    e    e    a    o    o    u
    high + − − − − − +
    low − − − + − − −
    back − − − + + + +
    round − − − + + + +
    ATR + + − − − − + +

In keeping with the view that vowel harmony is a feature filling as opposed to a feature changing process (cf. Lieber 1987), I will adopt the framework of radical underspecification in my analysis of the Servigliano facts (cf. Kiparsky 1982; Archangeli 1988a, b; Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1986). Along the lines of Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1986, 1989) and Pulleyblank (1988), the underlying vowel system of Servigliano can be described using the underspecified representations in (6).

(6)    i    e    e    a    o    o    u
    high + − − − − − +
    low − − − + − − −
    back − − − + + + +
    ATR − − − − − − −

The fully specified representations in (5) are generated from those partially specified in (6) by the following redundancy rules:

(7) a. [ ]  →  [−high]
    b. [ ]  →  [−low]
    c. [+low]  →  [+back]
    d. [ ]  →  [−back]
    e. [+low]  →  [−ATR]
    f. [ ]  →  [+ATR]
    g. [−low]  →  [+round]
    h. [ ]  →  [−round]

Given the underspecified representations in (6), the neutralization in height of the open and closed mid vowels in Servigliano can be viewed as the delinking of the feature [−ATR] from a vowel in atonic position, assuming that phonological features are hierarchically organized under different nodes (cf. Clements 1985; Sagey 1990). I will assume that vowel features are positioned as shown in the partial tree structure in (8), following Odden (1991) (see also Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1986, 1987).

(8)  S  Syllable
    R  Rime
    N  Nucleus
    X  Skeleton
    Root node
    [±voice]  Laryngeal node
    [±cont] [±son]  Supralaryngeal node
    Place node
    Vowel Place node
    Back – Round node
    [±back][±round]
    Height node
    [±low] [±ATR][±high]
Since atomic vowel reduction does not target tonic vowels, it must apply after the assignment of primary word stress. Adopting the rule formalism developed in Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1986, 1987) and applied in Hualde (1989), atomic vowel reduction in Servigliano now can be formulated as in (9). A vowel undergoing this process will eventually receive the default value [+ATR] during a late component of the phonology.

(9) Servigliano atomic vowel reduction
operation: delinking
argument: [−ATR]
target condition: stressless vowel

N

x

Root node

x

Height node

[−ATR]

where x = stressless vowel

2. Servigliano vowel copying

In his description of Servigliano, Camilli (1929: 224–225) observes that non-final post-tonic vowels completely assimilate to the final vowel. As illustrated by the data in (10) below, the final vowel may be that of a word, as in (10a), or that of an enclitic dependent on the word, as in (10b). Furthermore, the final vowel may be any one of the five possible atomic vowels [i, e, a, o, u]. This process of vowel harmony will be referred to as vowel copying.2

(10) a. VERB
prédok-o ‘I preach’
prédak-a ‘he preaches’
prédik-i ‘you preach’
cf. prédik-á ‘to preach’

NOUN
břírkůk-an ‘apricot tree’
břírkůk-an ‘apricot’
pěřsk-a ‘peach tree’
pěřsk-u ‘peach’
pěřsk-í ‘peaches’
doménak-a ‘Sunday’
doménak-e ‘Sundays’
álam-a ‘soul’
álem-e ‘souls’
pětětn-e ‘comb’
pětětn-i ‘combs’
išťmmak-u ‘stomach’
išťmm-k-i ‘stomachs’

b. VERB + CLITIC(S)
mět-la ‘put (IMPER)’
miš-t-á ‘put it (FEM.PL)’
miš-t-í ‘put it (FEM.PL)’
(mět-í lmiš-t-í ‘put’)
nět-á-ča-la ‘put it (FEM.PL)’
miš-t-í-ča-la ‘put it (FEM.PL)’
there
miš-t-í-ča-lí ‘put it (FEM.PL)’
there
(c.f. če ‘there’)
salát-a-ma-la ‘greet (IMPER) her for me’
cf. salát-a ‘greet’; me ‘for me’

NOUN + CLITIC
pád-t-a-ta ‘your father’
mádr-a-ta ‘your mother’
cf. mád-é ‘father’
cf. mád-é ‘mother’

Camilli (1929: 225) notes a few exceptions to this process, namely the plural feminine nouns [ákora] ‘country maple tree (PL)’ (vs. [áko] or [ákora] ‘SG’ /ák/or/-), and [fikor] ‘September fig tree (PL)’ (vs. [fiko] ‘SG’ /fikor/-). As has been stated, vowel copying involves a complete assimilation of post-tonic vowels to the trigger (i.e., the final vowel). This assimilation can be understood as the iterative spreading of the trigger’s Vowel Place node leftward onto preceding atomic vowels, triggering the delinking of their own Vowel Place nodes.3 Since intervening consonants are ignored by vowel copying and fully unspecified /el/ is targeted by it, this rule must apply at maximal tier scansion.

2. Following Zwicky (1977), the symbol “－” will be used for clitics and “−” for affixes. Only inflectional suffixes are indicated in (10). In regard to enclitics specifically, in Servigliano (as in Standard Italian) they include the direct and indirect object pronouns when the verb is [−Tense] (i.e., when the verb is in the form of an infinitive, gerund, or in some cases, imperative). These same personal pronouns are proptic to a tensed verb. Furthermore, Servigliano (unlike Standard Italian) has three possessive pronouns (−mu-l-la, −su-l-la, −su-l-la, which only occur in the singular) that are enclitic to nominals expressing family relationships (Camilli 1929: 227). Examples of these noun + clitic sequences appear in (10b).

3. See Kaze (1989: 78–82) for an account of these facts that is formally and substantively different from the one to be offered here. He refers to this process as post-tonic vowel copying, since his analysis does not include the data that will be presented here in (11).

4. It should be noted that the example prédoká (vs. prédoko, prédaká, etc.) indicates that vowel copying does not simply involve spreading onto an empty nuclear X-slot (this is true only when the target is /el/), since the underlying feature values of a target vowel surface when it is not in post-tonic position.
(i.e., at the level of the syllable head or nucleus, which constitutes the highest level of structure dominating or providing “access” to the Vowel Place node) (Archangelii and Pulleyblank 1987). If vowel copying applied at minimal tier scansion (i.e., if the rule scanned the Place tier, the lowest level of structure providing access to the Vowel Place node), unspecified /l/, which lacks a feature tree structure, would be incorrectly skipped by the rule.

In regard to the domain of application of vowel copying, it is clear from the data in (10b) that this process does not apply at the word level of the phonology. Along the lines of Zwicky (1977), the examples mètii vs. mittii vs. mittëiti show that the presence of enclitics in no way affects the location of primary word stress on the host. Since primary word stress in Servigliano, as in Standard Italian, is calculated from the right edge of the word, and specifically, must fall on one of the last three syllables (a well-formedness condition violated by mittëiti), clitics in Servigliano must be word external.5 Since the final vowel of an enclitic may serve as the trigger of vowel copying, it follows that this process must apply in a domain beyond the word level.

Vowel copying can be explained when this larger domain is taken to be the clitic group (C), adopting the proposal put forth in Hayes (1989) and Nespor and Vogel (1986) for a prosodic hierarchy of constituents for rule application. Within Nespor and Vogel’s (1986) framework, the trigger of vowel copying may temporarily be defined as the rightmost atomic vowel in the domain of C (trigger= V1C), e.g., [[pré:da:ka]V1C, [[mitti]V1C, [[lí:ma]V1C, [[mëtt]V1C, [[li]V1C. An additional set of data presented in a separate section of Camilli (1929: 224), however, presents a challenge to this definition of the trigger of vowel copying. These data reveal a process of total assimilation that involves the vowels of proclitics and is very similar to the process displayed in (10). The data are presented in (11) below.

(11) a. 2 CLITICS + VERB
   to=la=ðik-o ‘I tell it (NEUT) to you (SG).’ (cf. te ‘to you’)
   jhe=la=ðid-i ‘You (SG) tell it (NEUT) to him.’ (cf. jhe ‘to him’)
   ñè=la=mëtt-o ‘I put it (MASC.PL) there.’ (cf. ñè ‘there’)
   ñtu=la=ðign-a ‘He marks it (MASC.PL) down (cf. te ‘for you’) for you (SG).’

5. Examples of words in Servigliano with final, penultimate, and ante-penultimate stress, respectively, are mënùdi ‘midday’, minzina ‘gasoline’, and përuska ‘peach’. Vogel and Scalise (1982) and Slayters (1990) note that Standard Italian also allows for pre-ante-penultimate stress in a small number of conjugated verb forms, namely, the third person plural of the present indicative and subjunctive of first conjugation verbs. Servigliano does not exhibit this highly marked stress pattern, as all third person plural verbal forms are identical to those of the third person singular (Camilli 1929: 228–229).

b. 3 CLITICS + VERB
   mè=ssì=la=ði:j-a ‘he takes it (FEM.SG) from me’ (cf. se = reflexive
   pronoun)
   ñë=ðë=lo=ðdk-o ‘I give it (NEUT) to you (SG)’ (cf. ñë =
   reiterative clitic pronoun)

c. 4 CLITICS + VERB
   me=te=ssì=la=ði:j-a ‘he takes it (FEM.SG) from me...?’

The above data show that in a sequence of two or more proclitics, there is a complete assimilation to the final vowel in the sequence, whether it be [i, e, a, o, u]. The examples in (11b and c) show that the process is sensitive to the presence of stress, in this case secondary stress (indicated with a grave accent mark).6 Specifically, when a secondary stress falls on the third clitic (counting from right to left away from the host) in the proclitic sequence, as is most frequently the case, neither the stressed vowel nor the vowel of a fourth clitic (if present) assimilates to the vowel of the first clitic.7 These facts show great similarity to those presented earlier in (10). Both data sets reveal: 1) a complete vowel assimilation, 2) identical triggers [i, e, a, o, u], 3) the same directionality of spreading (leftward), 4) a similar sensitivity to stress, and 5) an identical domain: C. Given these similarities, it would be desirable to express these

6. Earlier it was mentioned that in Servigliano, primary stress assignment takes place in the domain of the phonological word (W). It applies to independent (non-clitic) words only. In regard to secondary stress assignment, the data reveal that it must apply at least at the clitic group (C) level before the application of vowel copying, since this process is influenced by the presence of secondary stress on proclitics. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to propose a comprehensive analysis of secondary stress assignment in Servigliano, it is not implausible to posit the assignment of secondary stress in a domain beyond W (such as in C): Rocca’s (1986) analysis of secondary stress assignment in Spanish found it to apply at the postlexical level (which in Nespor and Vogel’s [1986] theory translates as some level beyond W), and he proposes an extension of this analysis to Standard Italian. (The few available sources on secondary stress assignment in Standard Italian (cf. Slayters 1990; Vogel and Scalise 1982) examine secondary stress at the word level only and therefore offer limited insight into the topic at hand.)

7. Camilli (1929: 224) notes a less frequent pattern of secondary stress in which the second clitic (again, counting from right to left away from the host) in a sequence of three is stressed. When this pattern occurs, the stressed vowel undergoes vowel copying, thereby allowing the vowel of the third clitic to be targeted as well: e.g. më=ssì=la=ði:j-a, to=ðë=lo=ðdk-o. If a fourth clitic is present, however, its vowel receives secondary stress and does not undergo vowel copying: e.g. më=to=ssì=la=ði:j-a. These examples reveal an isolated application of vowel copying to a single stressed vowel position, which as said, appears in a less frequent pattern of secondary stress. This vowel copying application therefore is considered exceptional and will not be discussed further in the present analysis.
assimilations as a single rule, since this would allow for a simpler grammar.\footnote{8} To achieve this end, the definition of the trigger of vowel copying as $V_C$ must be altered, since it does not encompass the data in (11): the triggering vowel in the sequence $[\{t\}w[\{l\}w[d\{k\}o]w]C$, for example, clearly is not positioned at the right boundary of $C$. Essentially, any definition of vowel copying’s trigger that pinpoints a single vowel in $C$ will be unsatisfactory, since there exists the possibility that the process could originate from two different vowels in a sequence of $W$s contained in one $C$. For example, given a sequence of two $W$s proclitic to a $W$, with antepenultimate stress (where $W_w$ = a weak or clitic element in $C$, and $W_{\prime}$ = a strong or nonclitic element in $C$ (Nespor and Vogel 1986: 155)), we would expect to find vowel copying at both ends, as illustrated by the hypothetical but possible example $[[\{j\}j\]w[\{l\]w[\{p\}r\{d\}zak]\]w]C$ ‘he preaches it (MASC.SG) to him/her (\{j\}j)’. Of course, further data is needed to confirm this prediction. Regardless, it seems that an adequate definition of vowel copying’s trigger should incorporate this possibility. Therefore, the trigger of vowel copying will be defined as the rightmost vowel in any $W$ contained in $C$: $[[\{\ldots\}V]W\ldots]C$.

Although this definition may appear to generate more triggers than the data reveal, it produces correct results. As stated at the beginning of this section, vowel copying applies iteratively in a leftward direction. It is for this reason that not every trigger’s underlying quality surfaces and shows evidence of copying. Specifically, if various triggers occur in a string uninterrupted by stress, only the rightmost one will surface and seem to have spread, since the others will be consumed by it. As an illustration, consider the sequence $[[m\{e\}t\{t\}]w[\{c\}]w[\{l\}w]C$, which contains three triggers (in italics). When vowel copying applies, the Vowel Place (VP) nodes of the triggers simultaneously spread leftward onto atomic vowels, resulting in the delinking of their own VP nodes: the VP node of [a] extends to the Place node of [e], delinking its VP node, although it is now associated to the Place node of [i] (whose VP node is now disassociated, since the vowel to the left carries stress). The VP node of [a] then spreads to the Place node of former [i] (now [e]), delinking its VP node. It is in this way that only the rightmost trigger [a] endures: end result $[[m\{e\}t\{t\}]w[\{z\}a]w[\{l\}a]w]C$ (see derivation (13c) for illustration).

As has been indicated, spreading in vowel copying applies iteratively up until a vowel carrying stress, whether primary or secondary. In other words, a target condition for the rule is that a vowel must be completely atomic, or stressless, to undergo it. A further stress condition on vowel copying is that the trigger cannot carry primary word stress. This condition accounts for examples such as [minzuli] ‘(midday)’ with final word stress in which the rightmost vowel in $W$ does not copy leftward.\footnote{9} Synthesizing what has been said about vowel copying, the following rule now may be formulated:

\begin{equation}
\text{(12) Servigliano vowel copying}
\end{equation}

- **operation**: iterative spreading
- **direction**: leftward
- **tier scansion**: maximal
- **argument**: Vowel Place node
- **trigger**: $[[\{\ldots\}V]\ldots]C$
- **target condition**: stressless vowel
- **target condition**: stressless vowel

\begin{tabular}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[\ldots]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[\ldots]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\end{tabular}

- Root node
- Place node
- Vowel Place node

where $\exists$ = stressless vowel

Derivations are provided in (13):

\begin{equation}
\end{equation}
3. Servigliano metaphor

As stated earlier, Servigliano has an inventory of seven underlying vowels, all
of which surface in tonic position: /i, e, a, ɔ, o, u/. Four of these tonic vowels, the closed and open mid pairs /e, o/ and /e, ɔ/, respectively, undergo metaphony when followed by an /i/ or /u/ in final position. The mid vowels /e, o/ and /e, ɔ/ are raised one degree in height in this context, resulting in [i, u] and [e, o], respectively. Examples showing metaphonic alternations are provided in (14):

(14) a. /i/ raised to [i]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finnish</th>
<th>Metaphonic</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mitt-i</td>
<td>'you put'</td>
<td>mitt-o 'I put'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krïd-i</td>
<td>'you believe'</td>
<td>krïd-o 'I believe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwïst-u</td>
<td>'this (NEUT)'</td>
<td>kwïst-o 'this (MASC.SG)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwïst-i</td>
<td>'these (FEM.PL)'</td>
<td>kwïst-e 'these (MASC.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pïs-i</td>
<td>'heavy (MASC.SG)'</td>
<td>pïs-a 'heavy (FEM.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mïs-i</td>
<td>'month (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td>mïs-e 'month (MASC.SG)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mït-ã-çã=ãa 'put it (FEM.PL)'</td>
<td>mït-ã=ã=ãa 'put it (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. /u/ raised to [u]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finnish</th>
<th>Metaphonic</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fjïr-i</td>
<td>'flower (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td>fjïr-e 'flower (FEM.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spïs-u</td>
<td>'husband (MASC.SG)'</td>
<td>spïs-a 'wife (FEM.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pïç-i</td>
<td>'flea (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td>pïç-a 'flea (FEM.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rïïš-a</td>
<td>'red (MASC.SG)'</td>
<td>rïïš-a 'red (MASC.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skïjïš-a</td>
<td>'fussy (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td>skïjïš-a 'fussy (MASC.SG)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lïng-a</td>
<td>'long (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td>lïng-a 'long (MASC.SG)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finnish</th>
<th>Metaphonic</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mït-ã-çã=ãa 'put it (FEM.PL)'</td>
<td>mït-ã=ã=ãa 'put it (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mït-i</td>
<td>'put it (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td>mït-i=ãi=ãi 'put it (MASC.SG)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finnish</th>
<th>Metaphonic</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dïç-i</td>
<td>'you say'</td>
<td>dïç-e 'be says'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amïk-u</td>
<td>'friend (MASC.SG)'</td>
<td>amïk-a 'friend (FEM.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pïatr-i</td>
<td>'father (MASC.SG)'</td>
<td>pïatr-e 'father (FEM.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kïr-u</td>
<td>'dear (MASC.SG)'</td>
<td>kïr-a 'dear (FEM.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mït-ã-çã=ãa 'put it (FEM.PL)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mït-i</td>
<td>'put it (MASC.PL)'</td>
<td>mït-i=ãi=ãi 'put it (MASC.SG)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The triggers of metaphony have been identified as /i/ or /u/ in final position. While the majority of the examples in (14) show these vowels at the end of a word, the alternations mëtâçala / métečele vs. mëtëçala / mëtëçili (mëtë-i) demonstrate that the trigger may also come from a clitic dependent on the word. Therefore, like vowel copying, metaphony must apply at the clitic group level (C) (Hayes 1984, Nespor and Vogel 1986). Note that if metaphony were to apply at the phonological word level (W), the form *mëtâçala, rather than mëtëçala, would be generated: the /i/ at the end of the word domain in [mëtë-i] would first raise tonic /i/ to [i] before becoming an [a] itself through vowel copying at the clitic group level (*[mëtëçala][ka][a][a][a][a][a]). Since *mëtëçala is not the form that surfaces, metaphony must apply in the C domain, the trigger being the final vowel (trigger= Vc).

According to the underspecified vowel representations in (6), the triggering vowels /i/ and /u/ form a natural class in that they are [+high]. Metaphony can be understood as the spreading of this [+high] feature leftward from a clitic-group final vowel to the vowel in C with primary stress. While in most of the examples in (14) the stressed vowel is the syllable head adjacent to the trigger (e.g. [mïsi] /mes-i/, [pïsu] /pes-ud/), in other examples the target and trigger are
separated by intervening syllable heads (e.g. [prédiš] /prédiʃ-i/, [mítčeu] /mít-i=čč=ču/). This second possibility indicates that, unlike vowel copying, metaphony does not apply at maximal scansion, since at the maximal level of structure available to the rule (i.e. N) adjacency is violated.

The alternative option is for metaphony to apply at minimal scansion, in which case adjacency is defined with respect to the Height tier, as it immediately dominates the argument [+high] in the feature hierarchy (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1987, Odden 1991). The non-effect of intervening vowels on metaphonic spreading is explained when the notion of minimal scansion is combined with the ordering of metaphony after vowel copying, as both processes apply at the C level. The result of vowel copying is that post-tonic vowels are connected to a single Vowel Place node, as shown below in step 1 of (16).

When metaphony subsequently applies, the target and trigger are adjacent to one another with respect to their Height nodes, since the trigger’s Vowel Place node is shared with other post-tonic vowels and since this node is absent from the feature tree structures of consonants (see step 2 of [16]).

(16) 1) Result of vowel copying

```
(a) [[mítčeu] [čč] [ču] ]c
(b) [[prédiš] ]c
(c) [[špúšu] ]c
```

(16) 2) Metaphony:

```
(a) [[mítčeu] [čč] [ču] ]c
(b) [[prédiš] ]c
(c) [[špúšu] ]c
```

In regard to the target of metaphony, it has been described as the vowel in C with primary word stress. The rule of metaphony now can be formalized as follows in (17):

(17) Servigliano metaphony

```
Servigliano metaphony operation: spreading tier scansion: minimal argument: [+high]
trigger: Vlc target condition: primary stressed vowel
```

As illustrated by the examples mítčeu ([ě] → [i]) and spúšu ([š] → [u]) in (16a) and (16c), respectively, the metaphonic raising of the closed mid vowels is straightforward: the feature [+high] is spread to the target with no consequence to any already present feature specification. In the case of the open mid vowels, however, the spreading of [+high] is problematic. As shown by the example prédiš ([š] → [i]) in (16b), the feature configuration *[+high, −ATR] is created, which Calabrese (1991) identifies as ill-formed in a number of Italian dialects because it represents a degree of complexity greater than that allowed in them (see also Calabrese 1988). Since this configuration fails to surface in

---

10. The representations in (16a) and (16c) of the feature tree structure of the intermediate forms mítčeu and spúšu, respectively, show that the targets [ě] and [š] lack a Height node when metaphony applies. Since one of the conditions of metaphony is that a vowel carry primary stress, the rule must scan metrical structure in addition to the Height tier in order to locate its target. It is in this way that [ě] and [š] are identified as targets of spreading, their Height nodes becoming present when they acquire the argument [+high]. Also in regard to (16), the representation in step 2 of example (b) is not final. Further discussion of it will follow shortly.
Servigliano (*[prf'diki]), it must be the case that it is too complex in this dialect as well.

Calabrese (1991) argues that an ill-formed configuration like *[+high, -ATR] functions as a filter in the grammar that can trigger various simplification rules to repair it when it arises during a derivation. The simplification rule that seems to apply to *[+high, -ATR] in Servigliano when it is produced by metaphony is negation, a strategy which changes the values of the features involved to their opposites, in this case *[+high, -ATR] → -([+high, -ATR]) → [+high, +ATR]. The feature values that result are precisely those that define [e] and [i], the vowels that surface when metaphony applies to [e] and [i], respectively. Following this solution, the derivation of the form pré'diki initiated earlier in (16b) can be completed as in (18). Step (18b) reflects the necessary separation of [+high] into two separate instances before the rule of negation can apply as shown in (18c) (Calabrese 1991: 91, 93–4). Note, however, that step (18b), so crucial to this solution, can be considered highly problematic, since it represents a violation of the OCP (cf. Leben 1979, McCarthy 1986). (This problem does not arise in the analysis to be presented in Section 6.)

The results of the spreading of [+high] to closed and open mid vowels in Servigliano metaphony have now been discussed. Metaphony's lack of effect on the remaining tonic vowels [I], [u], and [a] will now be addressed. In regard to [I] and [u], the spreading of [+high] is of no consequence, since these vowels already carry this specification. In regard to [a], on the other hand, which is specified as [+low], the spreading of [+high] creates the impossible feature configuration *[+high, +low], which functions as a filter in all languages (Calabrese 1988, 1991). However, while the preferred simplification rule triggered by the filter *[+high, -ATR] in Servigliano is negation, the repair rule triggered by *[+high, +low] appears to be delinking, which functions to delink one of the features in a disallowed configuration, in this case [+high], leaving the original specification [+low]. The end result of this repair rule is that [a] is left unaltered by metaphony in Servigliano.

Under the analysis of Servigliano metaphony presented thus far, the spreading of [+high] to a tonic vowel can potentially violate two different filters, namely *[+high, -ATR] and *[+high, +low], each of which triggers a different simplification rule, namely negation and delinking, respectively. Although these filters and simplification rules may be well attested in Calabrese (1991) in that they explain facts found in a number of languages and dialects, an appeal to the negation of *[+high, -ATR] to explain the case of Servigliano metaphony (or any similar case of scalar assimilatory raising, such as metaphony in southern Umbro (Calabrese 1991)) seems less than satisfactory. Calabrese (1991) argues that this type of an analysis is attractive because it makes possible the uniform treatment of metaphony in a number of related Italian dialects: a single rule of spread [+high] applied to open mid vowels results in the ill-formed configuration *[+high, -ATR], which is resolved in each dialect by applying one of three simplification rules that derives a certain result, thereby accounting for dialectal variation. While treating Servigliano metaphony uniformly with other dialects is indeed attractive, it has the disadvantage of obscuring the nature of this specific process: that the mid vowels are raised in a gradient fashion in anticipation of a following high vowel.

In this analysis, gradient raising is achieved in part through the negation of the feature combination *[+high, -ATR]. This solution makes the raising of [e, o] to [i, u], their counterparts one step up in height, appear to be a coincidental rather than expected, natural result, and furthermore, it entails a violation of the OCP. At the root of this reliance on negation to produce the effect of raising is the absence of a feature for vowel height among those features in figure (6) that can raise both an open mid vowel to a closed mid vowel and a closed mid vowel to

---

a high vowel. Due to the absence of such a feature, [+high] is used since it forms part of the feature representations of both /i/ and /u/ and captures the generalization that metaphony is an assimilatory process of raising by spreading. The feature [+high] enters into conflict with [-ATR] and [+low] because in this dialect, these three features are employed to represent the single articulatory parameter of vowel height, a point well made in Clements (1989).

While various models of the representation of vowel height different from the one using binary values of [high], [low], and [ATR] have been employed previously in the analysis of Italian metaphony (see, for example, Kaze (1989, 1991), Maiden (1991)), they have met with some difficulty. In Section 6 of this paper, the Serviglano facts will be reanalyzed within the recent model proposed by Clements (1989, 1991a, b). In this model, vowel height is expressed in terms of hierarchically organized occurrences of the feature [open] under an aperture, or vowel height node. It will be shown that the use of the single feature [open] to define vowel height makes it possible to directly derive metaphonic raising in Serviglano as a scalar phenomenon rather than as a coincidental result.

4. Serviglano pretonic vowel raising

The final process affecting vowels that will be discussed in this paper is pretonic vowel raising (PVR). In PVR, tonic [i] and [u] trigger the raising of the pretonic mid vowels [c] (whether from /el/ or /el/ and [ɔ] (whether from /ol/ or /ol/) to [i] and [u], respectively. Alternations illustrating this process are provided in (19) below. Note that all pretonic mid vowels in the word are affected by this process and that the triggers [i] and [u] may be word final or word internal.14

13. For an account of Serviglano metaphony using an adapted version of Goldsmith's (1987) framework, see Kaze (1989, 1991). Kaze's work also presents arguments against the use of Schane's (1984) Particle Theory to account for assimilatory processes of raising. Clements (1989) also identifies some of the shortcomings of this theory. Furthermore, see Maiden (1991) for a general account of metaphony within the framework of Dependency Phonology. Calabrese (1991) presents arguments against the analyses presented in both Kaze (1989, 1991) and Maiden (1991). Likewise, Kenstowicz (1991) points out problems encountered in the use of Dependency Phonology to explain metaphony. It is beyond the scope of this paper to summarize all of the arguments put forth in these sources.

14. Kaze (1989, 1991) gives a different account of these facts using a version of Goldsmith's (1987) framework. Specifically, he views metaphony and PVR as a single iterative process of raising triggered by a final atomic high vowel or a tonic high vowel, and blocked by tonic [i], [e], and [u], although the latter two segments undergo the process. In the present analysis, these two very different triggers (one is atomic and final, the other is tonic and final or non-final) are taken to indicate two separate vowel raising processes. In keeping with the Romanist definition of metaphony as the assimilatory raising of a tonic vowel conditioned by a final high vowel (cf. Huade 1989, Maiden 1991), the former trigger is that of metaphony while the latter trigger is

Camilli (1929) shows a few exceptions to PVR, for example, the place adverb [nemuzi] 'over there?', the noun [kontadi(u)]/[kontadi(m)] vs. [kontadine] 'peasant, farmer', and others.

The examples in (19b and d) demonstrate that PVR applies after atomic vowel reduction: this latter process first reduces /e, o/ to [e, o], which are then raised to [i, u] by PVR. Note that the opposite rule ordering produces incorrect results: *(e, ɔ → PVR [e, o] → AVR (NA)) (Kaze 1989: 75-76).

As pointed out during the discussion of metaphony in Section 3, the triggering vowels [i] and [u] form a natural class in that they are [+high]. PVR
therefore can be characterized as the leftward spreading of this feature from the trigger to a preceding vowel. As shown by examples such as [kumumunikímo] (cf. [kummonkákó]) and [bbusuntímo] (cf. [bbonshá]), more than one pretonic vowel may be raised by this process. PVR therefore must apply in an iterative fashion. Since [e] (which is completely unspecified) and [o] (which lacks a specification for height and therefore a Height node) are identified as targets of iterative spreading, PVR applies at maximal scansion (i.e. adjacency is determined with respect to syllable heads, which maximally dominate the argument [+high]) in the feature hierarchy (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1986, 1987). If PVR were to apply at minimal scansion (adjacency being defined with respect to the Height tier), neither [e] nor [o] would not be targeted by the rule, since at the time of spreading both lack a Height node (see derivations in (21) below).

Sequences such as [jije][tuntnímo] [jije=ttonn-imo] ‘we cut it/them’, [jije][fašímo] [jije=faš-imo] ‘we make ourselves’, and [jije][dičí] [jije=diče] ‘he says to him/her/then’), which show proclitics before a host with [i] or [u], demonstrate that PVR does not extend further leftward than the word boundary.15 Although this seems to indicate that PVR operates at the word level, other facts show that this cannot be so. Specifically, alternatives such as stommekósa vs. stummišku and bokalétta vs. bukalittu reveal that PVR is fed by metaphony: when as a result of metaphonic raising a tonic vowel becomes high (i.e. when [e] and [o] are the targets of metaphony), PVR subsequently applies, since metaphony has created its triggers. (When, on the other hand, metaphony does not produce a high tonic vowel, as shown in the alternations modésta vs. modéstu and nènökkju vs. nènökkju, no interaction between these two processes takes place.) Since metaphony may feed PVR, this latter process must follow the former, which was shown in Section 3 to apply at the clitic group level. Therefore, it follows that PVR must also apply in the domain of the clitic group and not of the phonological word, as a first glance would indicate.

The fact that proclitic vowels in C are not targeted by PVR can be accounted for by appealing to the relative prominence of the constituents within C (cf. Nespor and Vogel 1986: 155–156). As mentioned in Section 2, in Servigliano the strong node in C is that W which contains the nonclitic element, so our earlier sequences are structured as follows: [jije][tuntnímo] [jije=ttónn-imo] and [jije][dičí] [jije=diče]. By imposing the target condition [jije][tuntnímo] [jije=ttónn-imo] and [jije][dičí] [jije=diče], which states that a vowel must be contained within W, to be targeted by PVR, the vowels of proclitics are excluded from this raising process.

In regard to the triggers ([i, ú]) of PVR, they have been described as [+high] vowels carrying primary word stress. The rule of PVR now can be formulated

---

15. Camilli (1929: 224, 225, 232) notes an exception to this, namely, the sequence [pitir][ú] [pitir ú] ‘for one’ (preposition + pronoun). He cites [due pír ù(nu)] ‘two for one’ vs. [unú pír ù(nu)] ‘one for two’.
3) Pretonic vowel raising:

a. \[\text{[bbis u ň i m o[w]c]}\]
   \[\text{[+hi]}\]
   \[\text{[+bk]}\]
   \[\text{Height}\]
   \[\text{Root}\]
   \[\text{Vwl.Pl.}\]
   \[\text{Bk.-Rnd}\]

b. \[\text{[stu mm k ň u]wlc}\]
   \[\text{[+hi]}\]
   \[\text{[+bk]}\]
   \[\text{[+bk]}\]
   \[\text{Height}\]
   \[\text{Root}\]
   \[\text{Vwl.Pl.}\]
   \[\text{Bk.-Rnd}\]

c. \[\text{[bu kk a l u]wlc}\]
   \[\text{[+hi]}\]
   \[\text{[+bk]}\]
   \[\text{[+bk]}\]
   \[\text{Height}\]
   \[\text{Root}\]
   \[\text{Vwl.Pl.}\]
   \[\text{Bk.-Rnd}\]

In step 3 of (21), the feature [+high] spreads leftward iteratively to [o] and [e], deriving [u] and [i], respectively. (21c) shows the spreading of [+high] to [a] as well, which remains unaltered. As explained in Section 3, the impossible feature combination *[+high, +low] created during the spreading process is resolved by the delinking of [+high]. Steps 2 and 3 of (21b) illustrate the feeding relationship that can exist between metaphony and PVR.

5. Summary

In summary, four phonological processes in the Servigliano dialect have been identified and analyzed: 1) atomic vowel reduction (AVR), which entails the delinking of [-ATR] from vowels not carrying primary word stress; 2) vowel copying, during which the Vowel Place node of a word-final vowel in the C domain spreads leftward up until a vowel carrying stress (primary or secondary); 3) metaphony, during which [+high] spreads from the final vowel in C to the vowel carrying primary word stress in this domain; and 4) pretonic vowel raising (PVR), which entails the leftward spreading of [+high] from the vowel in C carrying primary word stress to the vowels contained in C’s strong node (\(W_j\)). It has been established that primary stress assignment precedes AVR, that primary and secondary stress assignment precede vowel copying, that primary
stress assignment and vowel copying precede metaphony, and that AVR and
metaphony precede PVR. These rule ordering requirements, along with the
proposed domains of rule application, are illustrated in (22) below:

(22) [ ]w:
Primary Stress Assignment
[ ]w:
Atomic Vowel Reduction
[ ]w:
Secondary Stress Assignment
Vowel Copying
Metaphony
Pretonic Vowel Raising

In regard to the three harmonization processes specifically, it has been found
that they interact in interesting ways. First, the structural result of vowel
copying is exploited by metaphony to achieve the effect of transparency: the
argument [ + high ] may spread from a final vowel onto a preceding nonadjacent
vowel without the interference of intervening vowels because these share a
single Vowel Place node with the trigger. This manner of achieving trans-
parency to spreading (which, in other languages, is commonly attained through
the full underspecification of a segment (cf. Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1987))
is rather unique. Second, the two vowel raising processes, metaphony and
pretonic vowel raising, can be in a feeding relationship: when metaphony
produces a [ + high ] tonic vowel, it creates the trigger of PVR, which then
spreads the [ + high ] feature leftward to pretonic vowels. Third, the three vowel
harmony processes together exhaust the target vowel positions that appear in the
clitic group domain. Given a hypothetical string such as [[V]w,w[V]w,w[V V
 V V V]w,w]C vowel copying targets the following vowels (i.e. those underlined;
triggers appear in italics) [[V]w,w[V]w,w[V V V V V]w,w]C; metaphony involves
[[V]w,w[V]w,w[V V V V V]w,w]C; and PVR involves
[[V]w,w[V]w,w[V V V V V]w,w]C. Curiously, the targets of vowel copying and
metaphony (whose triggers are delimited by prosodic boundary) are determined
by metrical structure, while the targets of PVR (whose trigger is determined by
metrical structure) are delimited by prosodic boundary. In other words,
Servigliano's three harmonization processes are complementary in nature and
present an interesting interplay between prosodic structure, metrical structure,
and the feature hierarchy.

These facts have been analyzed in accordance with Calabrese (1991) and the
feature system specified in figure (6) in which vowel height is defined in terms of
the binary values of [high], [low], and [ATR]. While the use of these features
permits an analysis of Servigliano metaphony that is uniform with Calabrese's
(1991) analyses of various related dialects, it obscures the scalar nature of
metaphony in the present dialect: the raising of [ë, ō] to [ë, ō] is derived from
the seemingly accidental outcome of the negation of *[ + high, - ATR]. Therefore,

the final section of this paper will briefly examine how the rules of Servigliano
vowel harmony can be reworked within Clements' (1989, 1991a, b) recent
framework, which represents the single parameter of vowel height in terms of the
single feature [open].

6. Clements' (1989, 1991a, b) hierarchical analysis of vowel height

According to Clements (1989: 26), vowel height is organized formally into a
hierarchical system. Within this system, it is expressed in terms of a single
binary feature [open] that initially divides vowels into two primary height
registers, termed upper (−) and lower (+). The upper register can be divided into
two subregisters, or secondary registers, contained on an additional tier which
lead to a vowel system of three heights (Clements 1989: 26, 1991a). In a vowel
system of four heights, such as that of Servigliano, a further division of one of
these subregisters is needed to create two tertiary registers, which appear on yet
another tier. The resulting configuration is a left-branching hierarchical system
as shown in (23) (Clements 1989: 27, 1991a):

(23) Hierarchy of feature values for a vowel system of four heights (left-
branching)

(( i, u, e, o ) e, o ) a )
[open]1: − − − − + (primary registers)
[open]2: − − + (secondary registers)
[open]3: − + (tertiary registers)

The various values of [open] that appear on separate tiers to define the height
of any given vowel are linked to a common node for vowel height called the
aperture node (Clements 1989: 27). The aperture node, along with a node for
the place features of vocoids (termed the V-place node), is in turn dominated by
the vocalic node (Clements 1991a, b). A more complete feature geometry tree
illustrating the relationship among these constituents is provided in (24) for the
segment [i] (Clements 1991a, b):
(24)  

Vowels not specified for a value of [open] on a certain tier in (23) later receive the redundancy feature [+open], which is inserted by the redundancy rule in (25a) (Clements 1989: 28). The redundancy rule in (25b) also holds for this left-branching system (Clements p.c.):

(25)  
a. [+openₙ] → [+openₙ₊₁]  
b. [−openₙ] → [−openₙ₊₁]

The hierarchical analysis shown in (23) creates a secondary register on tier two that groups [i] and [e] together in opposition to [ɛ]. Clements (1989: 30) points out that some vowel systems with four heights do not observe this grouping but instead group the mid vowels [e] and [ɛ] together in opposition to [i]. This seems to be true of Servigliano’s vowel system, since the neutralization between [e] and [ɛ] in atomic position reveals that they are closely related. A center-embedding hierarchical system therefore applies in this dialect as in many other Romance languages (Clements 1989: 30, 1991a):

(26)  

Hierarchy of feature values for a vowel system of four heights (center-embedding)

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
[\text{open}_1]: & - & - & + \\
[\text{open}_2]: & - & + & + \\
[\text{open}_3]: & - & - & + 
\end{array}
\]

(27)  
a. [+open₁] → [+open₂]  
b. [+open₂] → [+open₃]  
c. [−open₁] → [−open₂]  
d. [−open₂] → [−open₃]

Within Clements’ (1989, 1991a, b) model, atomic vowel reduction in Servigliano can be expressed as in the previous model: the feature [+open₁] delinks from the tree structure of a vowel in atomic position. This reduced system is shown in (28):

(28)  

Hierarchy of feature values for a reduced vowel system of three heights

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
( & i, u, e, o & ) \\
\text{[open}_1]: & - & - & + \\
\text{[open}_2]: & - & + & \\
\text{[open}_3]: & - & - & 
\end{array}
\]

Our earlier rule of atomic vowel reduction can be reformulated as in (29):

(29)  

Servigliano atomic vowel reduction

operation: delinking  
argument: [+open₁]  
target condition: stressless vowel

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{N} & \xi & \\
\text{Root node} & \circ & \text{Aperture node} \\
\text{[+open]} & \uparrow & \\
\end{array}
\]

where \( \xi \) = stressless vowel

Clements’ (1989, 1991a, b) model also facilitates a straightforward, elegant account of Servigliano metaphony and pretonic vowel raising. First, the triggers of these raising processes, /i/, /u/, form a natural class in that they carry a negative specification for the feature [open] on tier two. Second, their targets, [e, ɛ, ő, ŏ] in metaphony and [e, o] in PVR, constitute a natural class in that they carry a negative specification for [open] on tier one. These processes therefore involve the spreading of an instance of [−open] from vowels specified as [−open₂] to those specified as [−open₁]. Note that although /i/, /u/ are also included in the target class [−open₁], the spreading of [−open] will not affect them as they already carry a negative value for [open] on every other tier. /i/ is naturally excluded from the target class since it is [+open₁].

Now that the triggers and targets of these processes have been classified
within this framework, it is necessary to determine how the spreading of [-open] applies in each process. The representations in (30) below illustrate the effects of [-open] spreading on the aperture feature trees of targets in metaphor (30a, 30b) and pretonic vowel raising (30b) (figures adapted from Clements 1991a, p.c.):

(30) a. Metaphony

\[
\begin{align*}
(e, o) \ldots [i, u] &\rightarrow (e, o) \ldots [i, u] \\
(e, o) \ldots [i, u] &\rightarrow [i, u] \ldots [i, u] \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{open}_1 & & - & - \\
\text{open}_2 & & + & - \\
\text{open}_3 & & + & - \\
\end{array}
\]

b. Metaphony and pretonic vowel raising

\[
\begin{align*}
(e, o) \ldots [i, u] &\rightarrow (e, o) \ldots [i, u] \\
(e, o) \ldots [i, u] &\rightarrow [i, u] \ldots [i, u] \\
\end{align*}
\]

Considering pretonic vowel raising first, (30b) shows that [-open] spreading to closed mid vowels must occur on tier two. A revised rule of this process can be formulated as follows:

(31) Servigliano pretonic vowel raising

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{operation: iterative spreading} &\quad N \quad N \\
\text{direction: lefward} &\quad [\ldots X^n \ldots X_w]_c \\
\text{target condition: [-open]} &\quad \circ \quad \circ \quad \text{Root node} \\
\text{trigger condition: primary stressed vowel} &\quad \circ \quad \circ \quad \text{Aperture node} \\
\end{align*}
\]

A sample derivation illustrating the application of PVR is given in (32):

(32) /bokkalu/ [bukkalu] ‘foolish (MASC.PL)’

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{bokkalu} \rightarrow \text{bukkalu} \\
\text{aper.} \quad \text{aper.} \quad \text{aper.} \quad \text{aper.} \quad \text{aper.} \quad \text{aper.} \\
\text{open}_1 &\quad - \quad + \quad - \\
\text{open}_2 &\quad + \quad - \quad - \\
\text{open}_3 &\quad + \quad - \\
\end{align*}
\]

In the above derivation, [-open] spreads leftward, resulting in the raising of [o] to [u]. The vowel [a] is rejected as a target of spreading, since it does not meet the condition of [-open]. Note that the argument [-open] is able to spread beyond [a] because it is unspecified for [open] on tier two at the moment of spreading. It is therefore postulated that in Servigliano, PVR takes place before the application of Clements’ (1989, p.c.) redundancy rules to fill in unspecified values of [open]. As can be seen, then, Clements’ (1989, 1991a, b) model facilitates a simple, elegant account of the transparency of [a] in PVR.

In regard to metaphor, it has been established already that [-open] spreads to the closed mid vowels on tier two (see 30b). When the target of metaphor is an open mid vowel, the other hand, there are two potential applications of [-open] spreading, one on tier two and the other on tier three, as shown in (30a). Only the spreading of [-open], however, creates a feature configuration that correctly defines a closed mid vowel given the center-embedding system in (26); the spreading of [-open] creates the feature bundle [-open] [-open] [-open], which is non-occuring in (26) (Clements, p.c.). So, in order to respect the phonological structure of Servigliano, [-open] spreading in metaphor must occur on tier three when an open mid vowel is targeted, and on tier two when a closed mid vowel is targeted. Servigliano metaphor therefore conforms to the second (i.e. (33b)) of two rule types identified in Clements (1991a, p.c.) for scalar height assimilation phenomena, both of which are presented below in (33):

(33) a. spread: \([\alpha \text{open}_{n}], \) where \(n\) is a specified ranked tier

b. spread: \([\alpha \text{open}], \) where \([\alpha \text{open}]\) is unranked

mode: structure-preserving

In other words, Servigliano metaphor involves the spreading of that instance of [-open], whether [-open] or [-open], that results in a well-formed feature configuration according to the system in (26). A revised rule of metaphonic raising is formulated in (34):

(34) .
from spreading include the argument of the rule (whereas the resulting feature configuration [–high, +ATR] does not reflect that an assimilation to [+high] has taken place). All of these factors constitute an advantage over the previous analysis using the features [±high], [±low], and [±ATR] to define vowel height.

7. Conclusion

The relatively complex data of vowel harmony in Servigliano can be explained by three rules of spreading: post-tonic vowel copying, metaphor, and pretonic vowel raising. While the first of these processes involves a total assimilation in all features to a final vowel, the remaining two entail a partial assimilation in height to a high final or stressed vowel, respectively. It has been shown that the use of [+high] as the assimilatory feature in metaphor has the disadvantage of not being able to directly derive the raising of the open mid vowels. Specifically, in a Calabrese-type (1991) analysis, the spreading of [+high] results in the ill-formed feature configuration *[±high, –ATR], which is repaired by negation to bring about the correct effect of raising (a solution which necessitates an OCP violation). However, this analysis makes the raising of [ε, ɪ] to [ε, 6] seem like a coincidence rather than an expected, natural outcome.

This shortcoming is due to the use of more than one feature [±high] to define vowel height (i.e. [±low] and [±ATR]). Clements (1989, 1991a, b) proposes an alternate view of vowel height: a hierarchical analysis that organizes values of a single feature [open] into tiers dominated by an aperture node. It has been shown that the application of this model to data in Servigliano leads to an elegant, uniform account of vowel raising in this dialect. The spreading of an instance of [–open] produces immediate correct results without the subsequent application of a simplification rule, thereby reflecting the assimilatory and scalar nature of Servigliano metaphor. It also has been shown that atomic vowel reduction and the transparency of /a/, which are independent of but related to vowel raising in this dialect, can be explained in a simple manner within this model. The ease with which these phonological phenomena can be accounted for within Clements’ (1989, 1991a, b) model not only lends to an understanding of these facts but also attests to the strength of this model as a representation of vowel height in natural languages.
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